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What is ETL? 

Key Highlights 

Success Stories of People Tech Group's ETL Software 

ETL is a process to blend data from multiple source systems (CRM, 
HCM & FSCM), convert it into a consistent format, and load data into a 
target database. By providing a consolidated, 360-degree view of data, 
ETL tools enable business users to transform their data from existing 
applications to the new target system. 
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With the help of our remediation framework, the client reduced the time and 
effort significantly 

Our efforts also helped the client to reduce operational costs and do appropriate 
forecasting.  

The client could fast-track Workday implementation and improve data quality

Due to our consolidated efforts, we helped the customer to make the service 
structure more flexible and scalable by gaining high-quality data integrity 

Field level data transformation for Cost center, Job profile, HR status job 
code & relationship at source system as per the setup data from the work-
book to meet the target system

Learn more about People Tech ETL Software

Design and develop payroll, HCM, and Financials 
data extraction 

Fetch the data from multiple applications onto 
single file format, even with a bulk amount of data.  

Ensure no blank data for mandatory fields using 
built-in data validation 

Extract different types of data like personal, Benefits, 
payroll, and finance information stored in sheets and 
collate them into a single workbook  

Avoid inconsistent and redundant data with data 
cleanup in-built functionality.

Get support for multiple types of data formats

Plan your Workday functions with our ETL tool  

Supplement your current resources   

Get ongoing support for extractions and data fixes 
required according to the workday system

Easily define data quality rules and validate incoming 
data against them to identify and correct missing or 
inaccurate data

https://www.facebook.com/peopletechInc/
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